
 

Nvidia Geforce 8400 Gs Driver _VERIFIED_

I did run the nvidia-xconfig utility in the GUI
application menagerand restarted. It looks like

the X server is being run, but when I switch
backto console X crashes. I also can't figure out
how to get X runningproperly. I did try the Xorg

-configure, which failed with the error "notfound"
(something to that effect). But the cause of this
was that I wasn'tgiving it an xorg.conf file, which
I have now. When I try to startx, I get a series of
errors. "Fatal error: module nvidia not found" is

one of them. The "modprobe nvidia" error I get at
the end of startx is not the one I get when I run

the "modprobe nvidia" without the xorg.conf file.
I get this: "FATAL: Could not load

/lib/modules/2.6.20-15-generic/modules.dep: no
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such file or directory". Thanks to the helpful
members of the xchat chat room, I have at least
narrowed down the problem to this. Now I just
need to figure out how to fix it (I am thinking to
try the "nvidia-installer" package). Actually, as a

woman who has been using linux for about 2
years,I can tell you without any hesitation that I
have never had a driver for mynetwork card. I

feel like this is the exact same setup as anybody
is thinkingof. I could be wrong, but I have been
installing the drivers for quite a fewcomputer
systems for the past two years, and this is the
first time I have evergotten network drivers.
However, there are drivers for other items of
thesystem. Linux is a very slick and desirable
operating system. However, I am using linux

because I absolutely hate trying to figure outhow
to fix computers. The moment you have to think,
"hmmm, where are thedrivers for this? I wonder

what kind of driver the OS is using to work
withthis?", you've already given up. With MS
Windows, you just install thedriver and the

system basically works out of the box. With linux,
you haveto make a lot more effort to make the
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system work.
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Nvidia Geforce 8400 Gs Driver

also, after my reboot, i went to the nvidia-
settings app. it did not ask me to log in to nvidia-
settings, i just used the default values. that was
fine. then i rebooted and i am now able to use
both the dvi and vga ports for dual monitors,

which is great! vouzun have you tried installing
the drivers from the package manager? if you
have the current driver installed, you can just
uninstall it (it wont be installed automatically

since you are removing a package). there are two
steps involved. step 1: uninstall the driver: as
root, use the "dpkg" command to uninstall it..
well, i've followed the directions, but i get an

error when trying to install, it can't download the
package. the same errors occur on 2 different
machines. i have tried both an hp and a dell
laptop. i have checked to make sure all the

servers are working. i have installed the nvidia-
glx package before, but i can't remember if i

downloaded it from the nvidia site or from the
package manager. i can't remember which i did
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or if i did both. if you can tell me where i can
download it from, i can download it and try it

again. another question i have is if i uninstall it
with the packet manager, will it uninstall the

current driver also? if you get an error, please try
to do a manual install from the driver file. if you
are using a laptop, you can try the one on the
notebook-guru site. if you are using a desktop,
you can try using this: 1. download the driver
from the nvidia website 2. extract the file to a
directory 3. run the installer (nvi.run or nvi-

install.run) 4. that's it. 5ec8ef588b
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